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CP Invariance and the Radiative Decay of the Long-Lived Neutral
K Meson into Two Pions
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As a possible test to observe the effects of CP nonconservation, the radiative decay process El, ~ m+

+x++y is discussed in detail. A method to find the effects is given by observing the dependences of the
transition rate on the energy difference of the two pions and on the polarization of the p ray. If CP non-
conservation in the decay EI. —+ 221- is due to the electromagnetic interaction of hadrons, the eGects of the
CP nonconservation on the radiative decay will be expected to be quite large. A rough estimate of the
magnitude of the branching ratio of this process is also made. The arguments given here are easily adapted
to the decays XJ„~2mo+p, X&0 —+ 221- +p, and Ezo ~ m++x +p.

1. INTRODUCTION

HE observation' of the interference effects between
the short-lived and long-lived neutral E mesons,

E~' and Kz,', establishes that CP invariance is violated
in the decay Ezs ~ sr++rr As .the possible origins of
the CI' nonconservation in this decay, the semistrong
interaction, ' the electromagnetic interaction, ' the weak
interaction, 4 and a new superweak interaction' with

~

d6'~ = 2 were proposed. Recent experiments performed
by both the CERN group' and the Penn-Princeton
Accelerator (PPA) groupr in measuring the ratio of the
decay rate R(Ez,'—&sr'+or') to the rate R(Ez,'~++rr )
definitely rule out the superweak interaction; also they
show that the CI' nonconservation in the decay
Ez' —+ 2sr is due to an amplitude with

~
AI~ & s.

We must further restrict the remaining three possible
origins. Many suggestions have been made to test these
possibilities; some experiments have been done, but no
conclusive answer has been reached. In this paper we
shall consider the decay Ez' ~ sr++sr +y as a possible
test from which we may get information about whether
the electromagnetic interaction of hadrons violates
CI' invariance or not. This decay process has been
discussed by Lee and Wu. ' We shall study this process
in more detail in a phenomenological manner.

Since the p ray has two helicity states but the other
particles have vanishing spin, the matrix element
consists of two parts:

I"-s(p+)-(P )sfr(s t)-
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and
e-s.sI"-s(p+) (p )sfs(s, t-),

where F tt=i(k ep
—kse ). The momenta of m.+, sr, y,

and the polarization vector of y are denoted by p~, p,
t't, and e, respectively. The structure functions ft and fs
are functions of s and t, which are defined by

s= —(p++p )',
t= P(P+ —P )—-

where Ptr is the four-momentum of Eze. The invariants
s and t are even and odd, respectively, under charge
conjugation. It is convenient to expand the structure
functions f; in terms of functions g; and h, which are
even under charge conjugation:

f,(s,t) =g;(s,P)+ (it/mrs)It;(s, P), (i = 1, 2)

where no~ is the mass of the EJ.'. Then the general form
of the matrix element is expressed as

1 1

4(27r)'mzzs (ooxto &o co)'ts

X(&.s(p ).(p )pLg (,t')+('t/ ')tt (,t') j
+ ', e,p„sI' tt(p~)„(p-)togs(s, t')+(it/mx')hs(s, t')g)

&&5"'(p -p+-p--&), (1 2)

where &1~30
——1, and ~~, co+, co, and co denote the

energies of El,', x+, +, and y, respectively.
The gt and hr terms in (1.2) are P nonconserving, but

the g2 and h2 terms are I' conserving. As far as the final
states are concerned, the g1 and h2 terms have even
eigenvalues, but the g2 and hj terms have odd eigen-
values under CI' transformation. Thus the existence of
the gr term and/or the hs term means that CP is not
conserved in the decay Ez,' ~ sr++sr +p.

Let us denote the relative angular momentum be-
tween ++ and x by /. Then the g1 and g2 terms relate
with l= (2st —1) states, but the hr and hs terms relate
with /=2m states, where I is a positive integer. Thus,
in the former states I= j but in the latter states I=o
or I=2, where I is the total isospin of the (sr++sr )
system. The matrix element (1.2) holds also for the
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decay Eso~ s++s +y. The matrix elements of the
decays Er,' —+ 2m'+y and Es ~ 2' +y are also
described by the analogous form with (1.2). But in
these cases g~= g2=0.

In the rest system of EL,', we get

~- (p+)-(p-) = l
=im alp+I Ip Isinesinq,

~-svip-s(P+)7(P-)~=~~«. [k&& (p+—p-)j
=2imxlp, l lp lsinecosp, (1.3)

where 0 and y denote, respectively, the angles between
the momenta p+ and p and between the polarization
vector c and the normal to the decay plane. These
angles may take the values 0&0&& and 0& q& —', m.. The
6rst and the second expressions in (1.3) relate to
electric and magnetic field strengths, respectively.
These expressions show that the observation of the
polarization of the y ray could give information about
the CP nonconservation in the decay Er,' —+ ~++~ +p.

In the next section, the (~+—a& ) distribution and the
s distribution will be calculated. A way to determine the
existence of the CP-nonconserving terms will be dis-
cussed in Sec. 3. It is well known that if the (~+—ar )
distribution is asymmetric with respect to the (~+—~ )
=0 axis, then CP is not conserved in the decay. Even
if it is symmetric, it will be shown that both the shape
of the (co+—&u ) distribution and. the observation of the
polarization of the y ray can uniquely give information
about the existence of the gi term and/or h2 term. It is
also shown that the s distribution will help to identify
the process. The last section will be devoted to making
a rough estimate of the magnitude of the branching
ratio of the decay under the assumption that the CP
nonconservation in the decay E~' —+ 2~ is due to the
electromagnetic interaction of hadrons.

If the electromagnetic interaction violates CP in-

variance so as to explain the observed magnitude of the
decay amplitude of E~ —+ 2m, the CP-nonconserving
terms in (1.2) would have about the same order of
magnitude as the coriesponding CP-conserving terms:

I gil = lg2I and lhil = lh2I » t»s «se, it wo uld be
relatively easy to observe the eGects of the CP non-
conservation in the decay Er,' ~ x-++s. +y. If it is not
the case, lgil'=~I g~l' and lh2I'=~lhil', wh««is he
fine-structure constant. It is very hard. in the latter case
to observe the effects of the CP nonconservation in the
decay. Thus, the process Ec' —+ ~++~ +y could give
information about the possible origin of the CP non-
conservation in the decay Ez,' ~ 2x.

2. DISTRIBUTIONS

In this section we shall calculate the (co+—co ) and the
s distributions for the decay Ec'~m++m. +y. The
results will be easily translated to other cases, say,
Ei,'~ 2~'+y, Es' +~++m +y, and E—s' —+ 2s'+y.
The matrix element (1.2) leads in the rest system of

x= (ct&y+co )/mac& y= f/m« = (cd+ M )/Bzx& s=s/wry&

X= s' —2 (1+2c')s'+ (1+Sc'—4y') s—4c' (2.2)

I =a+2by+dy',

with c=m./nzx,

(2.3)

o=
I gi I'+

I g I'+ (I g~ I'
I
g—i I')cos2~

+2 Re(g,*g,) sin2q,

fi = Im(hi*gi+ h,*g2)+Im(h2*g2 —h,*gi)cos2 y

+Im(hi*gg+h2*gi) sin2q,

d= Ihil'+ Ih~l'+(Ih2I' —Ihil')cos2q

+2 Re(h2*hi) sin2(p. (2.4)

Here, we denote by p the angle between the normal

to the decay plane and the polarization vector of the

y ray; it takes on values between zero and —,'m. The angle

between the vectors p+ and p is denoted by 8. From the
condition sin'0& 0, the inequality

X&0 (2.5)

is obtained. This inequality will be used later to deter-
mine the possible domains of y and s. The summation

with respect to the polarization states of the y ray gives

P I =2(lg, l +lg, l
)+4Iin(h, *g,+h,*g,)y

pol.

+2(lhil'+ Ih I')y' (2 &)

Until now, we have not used any approximation. If
the small part of Ez,' (the Eio part) is neglected and the
CPT theorem is assumed, as was discussed by Lee and

Wu, ' the structure functions g~, g~, hi, and h2 are rela-

tively real except for the phase shifts which come from

the final-state interactions. If the CP violation in the
decay E~' —+ 2w is due to the electromagnetic inter-
action of hadrons, the P dependence of the structure
functions may be neglected, because of the smallness of
the effects of the inner-bremsstrahlung processes, and

also because of the centrifugal-barrier effects.
In this approximation, the relative angular momenta

between w+ and z are l= 1 and 3=2 in the g~ and g2

terms and the h~ and h~ terms, respectively. Thus the
first equation of (2.4) becomes

a=2[(AP)'+(Ai~)'j+2[(A ")'—(AP)'j cos2q

+4A PAP sin2y, (2.7)

where the same notation as that of Lee and Wu' is used.
The upper suffix E or B of a real structure function A

denotes that the A relates with electric Geld or magnetic
field. The second and third equations of (2.4) are also

found to be consistent with Lee and Wu.

EL,' to the transition rate,

d~2 +~ [——nz&/1024(2~)'$dxdyds 5[@——', (1+s)$XY,
(2 1)

where
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Call the roots with the largest, the middle, and the
smallest values s~, s, and s„ then the domain of s is
given by

s &s&s, .

The domain of y is given by

(2.10)

which gives

1&cosp& —1,

o—=-'[(2+ ')'"+ ]'"L(2+ ')'"—3~]'"&I
I
&o

Thus the expression (2.1) leads to the y distribution
which is proportional to

g0

dy [(s '—s.') —(8/3)(1+2c') (s '—s ')

+2 (1+8c'—4y') (s~' —s.') —16c'(s~—s,)]I'. (2.11)

To obtain this y distribution, the s dependence of the
structure functions was neglected.

B. Z Distribution

The inequality X&0 gives the upper limit of y', and
the lower limit of y' is equal to zero for any s. Thus the
possible domain of y' is given by

(1/4s) [s'—2(1+2c')s'+ (1+8c')s—4c'])g) 0. (2.12)

The possible domain of s is obtained from the condition
y'&0. It gives

1&s& 4c'.

Thus the expression (2.1) leads to the s distribution.

mx
ds [s'—2 (1+2c')s'

1536(2m)' 4,4 Qs

+ (1+8c )s—4c~]3~~(a+ (1/20)(d/s)[ss —2(1+2c )s

+ (1+8c')s—4c']} (2.13)

To obtain this expression, the P dependence of the
structure functions was neglected.

A. y Distribution

Since (1+8c'—4y )&0, the equation X=O has three
real and positive roots s~, s2, and sa. They are

s~ ——-,'{(1+2c')+ [(1—4c')'+12y']'" cos-', p},
s2 ——-', ((1+2c')+[(1—4c')'+12y']'" cos-', (p+ 2~) },
sa ——-', ( (1+2c') +[(1—4c')'+ 12y']'" cos-', (p —2m-) },

(2 8)
where the angle p is defined by

36(1+2c2)y' —(1—4c')'
cosp=

[(1.—4c')'+ 12y']'"

3. TESTS FOR THE EFFECTS OF
CP NONCONSERVATION

In this section we shall discuss methods to 6nd the
effects of CP nonconservation, if they exist, in the decay
Er.' ~~++~ +y. As was discussed in Sec. 1, the four
terms appearing in (1.2) transform differently into each
other under C (or I') and CI' transformations. Phenom-
enologically speaking, the relative magnitudes of the
structure functions g~, g2, h~, and h2 may be arbitrary;
however, the P dependence of the structure functions
may be neglected because of the centrifugal-barrier
effects. I.et us first consider the y distribution and for a
while forget about the polarization of the y ray. Then
the y distribution is symmetric or asymmetric with
respect to the y=0 axis.

Case A

If the distribution is asymlnetric with respect to the
y=0 axis, as is shown by (2.11) with (2.6), then there
exists an interference effect between the gj and h~ terms
and/or between the g2 and h2 terms; that is, it shows the
existence of the CE-nonconserving g~ term and/or hu

term.
If the asymmetry is not observed, that may be

for many reasons. The sine factors sin(8o —4)
sin(6~ —52) included in Im(h~*g~) and Im(h&*g2) may be
small. (Here, 5r is the phase shift due to final-state
interaction of the two pions with total isospin I in their
lowest-l state; see Ref. 8.) Even if they are not so small,
the centrifugal-barrier effects may suppress the effects
of the h4 term and/or the h& term. Another possibility
is that both the sine factors and the structure functions
h~ and h~ are large enough, but occasionally it happens
that Im(h&*g~+h2*g2)=0. Of course there remains the
possibility that the CP nonconservation in the decay
Kl,' —+ 2m- is due to a nonelectromagnetic interaction.

At any rate, if the y distribution is symmetric with
respect to the y= 0 axis, we shall classify the distribution
in the following three categories and discuss a way to
find the effects of the CP nonconservation in our process
by observing the polarization of the y ray.

The effects of the h& and h2 terms in (1.2) to the y
distribution are negligible compared with those of the
g~ term and/or the g2 term. Curve 8 in Fig. 1 shows the

y distribution when h& ——h2 ——0 and the s and P depen-
dences of gi and g2 are neglected. The P dependences of
g~ and g2 are suppressed by the centrifugal-barrier effects
and the integration with respect to s was already done
to get the curve, so the shape of curve B would be
affected only very weakly when we neglect the s and
P dependences of g~ and g2. Since the g~ and g2 terms in
(2.1) give the same y distribution, it is necessary to
know whether the CP-nonconserving g~ term con-
tributes to the distribution or not. This is known by
observing the polarization of the 7 ray.
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Pt , PK
I
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FzG. 3. Lowest-order diagrams relating the radiative decay of
J I, to two pions and the nonradiative decay of the same process.

3 (c) connects the matrix element of the decay Kr,' ~
m++~ +y+y to that of Kr,'~w++w . The contri-
bution of this diagram to the latter matrix element
would have the same order of magnitude as that of the

other diagrams in Fig. 3. Since we are only making a
rough order-of-magnitude estimate, we will not con-
sider this diagram (c).

Since the matrix element of the decay Pro ~ m++m

consists of only a P-nonconserving amplitude and the
final state of the decay is the eigenstate of CP with
eigenvalue (+1), only the gq term in (1.2) contributes
to the matrix element. To get the matrix element from
that of the decay El,' ~ m.++a. +y, the term

51/(2~)'"1/(2~)'"F-e(p+). (P-)ega(~ ~)]
in (2.1) should be replaced by

(2m)4
. (L& (P+—&)]LP- (2P+—&)]P'—ie]l (p~—k)'+m '—ie]

(—e) 1—L(2P+—&) (P+—&)]L& P-3g (~', ~ ',&')+
(27/)4 (jp jq](—(p p)2y—~ 2—i,]

&& &L(2P=&) (P——&)]P.P+]—L& (P-—&)]Lp . (2P-—&)])gl(~', ~2' &') (4 1)

where s'= —(p++p k)2, tq ——px (p+ p
—— k), a—nd-

—px (p+—p
——+k). This expression is invariant

under the replacement p+~~p . The structure function
g~ depends now on three invariants, because the photon
is a virtual one. The minus sign at the front of the charge
e in the second expression of (4.1) came from the fact
that x has the opposite charge to x+.

To perform the k integration in (4.1), the k de-
pendence of the structure function g~ will be neglected.
By keeping the highest divergent term alone, the
expression (4.1) leads to

and h2 terms to the transition rate of the decay EL, —+
~++7r +y may be small compared with those of the
g~ and g2 terms. Further, if the electromagnetic inter-
action of hadrons violates CP so as to explain the ob-
served magnitude of the decay amplitude of El,' —+
~++sr, the g~ and g2 terms in (2.13) contribute to
co2+~ with the same order of magnitude. In order to
make a rough estimate of the magnitude of ~2 +~, we
shall assume lg~l'= lg2l'. Then a numerical calculation
gives

(02 +p 4.6)(10 gfs7j, l

gal�'/384(2~)'.

(4.5)
A = ie/8''(mx' 2m ')X—'gy, (4.2) The expressions (4.4) and (4.5) lead to the ratio

where X is the cutoG momentum. Now the matrix
element of the decay Er,'~ ~++m. , which should be
compared with (1.2), is given by

1 5$~

35 P4
(4 6)

i eX'g& (mx' —2m') The magnitude of A. depends on the model of the decay
g~+(px —p+—p ), (4.3) Ez,'-+ s.++~ +y. Assuming X=mx the ratio (4.6) is

(2s') 167'' (2(drrM~co ) consistent with the present upper limit of A&2 +~.

This expression leads to the transition rate,

~2-= L~/(4~)'](1 —2&')'(1—4&')'"~x'~'I g~l' (4 4)

As the second term in (2.13) shows, because of
centrifugal-barrier effects, the contributions of the h~
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